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This research note consists of three parts, A, B, C. 

A. Why am I writing this research note? 

Despite blessings of the digital age for the human, a majority of the global population is disinclined, 

unlikely, or unprepared, to access material in print.  

In general audio-visual communication has better reception. So such communication on the contents 

needs to be facilitated. 

Communication with itself is essential for “human Capital” to create new expressions / programs. 

People in the field indicated that given availability of the two published articles, a “thought line 

synopsis” based on the same for a screenplay, is desirable. 

That need could be addressed by an able someone writing a screen script based on these ideas for a TV 

series, its performance by able male and female communicators, and dubbing the series later in local 

language for global distribution. 

++++++++++++ 

B. The research note presenting this “Thought Line Synopsis” is based on two published articles, 

below: 

1. Qualitative Aspects for Society of Strong Artificial Intelligence 

Prof. M. Radh Achuthan 

http://www.scholink.org/ojs/index.php/sssr/issue/view/378, and 

http://www.sciencepublishinggroup.com/journal/paperinfo?journalid=323&doi=10.11648/j.ash.201804

06.14 

The goal in this research note is to provide readily available material for the creation of a screen script 

for a multi -episode TV series for the global general Public who are disinclined / unlikely or unable 

even in this digital age to read viewpoints in print.  

1. A 2020+ screen script based on the composition of ideas presented in this synopsis and delivery of 

the same via a TV series may serve that end over the “Intermediate Future” of the next couple of 

decades.  

http://www.scholink.org/ojs/index.php/sssr/article/view/3295
http://www.scholink.org/ojs/index.php/sssr/issue/view/378
http://www.sciencepublishinggroup.com/journal/paperinfo?journalid=323&doi=10.11648/j.ash.20180406.14
http://www.sciencepublishinggroup.com/journal/paperinfo?journalid=323&doi=10.11648/j.ash.20180406.14
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2. The transition from Pre Covid-19 business practices to regionalized Universal Basic Income, UBI 

practice everywhere in the world can be achieved. This societal transition, facilitated by AI and 

energized by the Sun (Surya Namaskar), is probably best delivered in the screen script by a female 

proponent.  

3. With UBI realized and practiced under the freedoms of Capitalism, liberal education and new Small 

businesses would flourish everywhere.  

4. The script would acknowledge that human Organic Natural Intelligence, ONI, is constrained by the 

natural drives of Kin Altruism (KA) and Reciprocal Altruism (RA) initiated and managed by nature in 

its evolutionary journey.  

5. The script would provide complete support for all manifestations of KA and localized aspects of RA.  

6. The teachings of “share and care” of the great spiritual leaders, (The Buddha 500 BC, Jesus the 

Preacher 0 AD, Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) 600 AD, Mahatma Gandhi 1920, The Rev. Martin Luther 

King Jr. 1950,) aside, acknowledgement that ONI has had little capability and inclination to foster 

Induced or Empathetic Altruism (EA) must be presented in the script, without faulting ONI.  

[The script will acknowledge and build upon a natural evolutionary product (Strong Artificial 

Intelligence, SAI) that has emerged in nature to supersede, nature’s noted deficiency.] 

7. ONI has achieved and accomplished “Law and Order” legislation and its administration. Currently in 

any form of governance, outcomes are determined by lobbies of the wealthy elite. The weak others 

attempt participation, are accommodated at times, but generally are sidelined. 

8. Alternating accommodation between the Conservative and Progressive attributes of political 

thought by ONI Leadership must be acknowledged and its practice demonstrated in the script.  

9. Such alternation, provides symbiosis between the conservative and progressive attributes of 

political thought without disturbing the inequities fostered / gained by either between themselves and 

the rest of the population. Simultaneously the elite are well compensated and 90% of the rest of the 

population “kept in line”. That facilitates the rewards reaped by the elite in power and allows wages to 

be granted the rest. 

10. Due to its evolutionary limitations, ONI is incapable of implementation of “Justice” either for all 

human ONI or for the other species. ONI is not faulted. 

11. In 2020, globally 30,000 (thirty thousand) persons (children, women and men) are subject to death 

each day through the built-in structural violence of malnutrition due to absence of profit in distribution 

of surplus grain.  

75 million have been rendered homeless and nationless, and to ensure material gain for members of the 

Elite, innumerable wars are managed through weapons sale to both sides of populations with “51% vs. 

49% motivation” to pursue such conflicts, for returns of about 100 % on money lent to each of the 

warring parties by the money lenders, and Violence is the “promoted norm” propagated by the elite and 

acknowledged by its “followers”.  
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12. SAI is not governed by KA or RA. SAI is capable of Machine Learning, ML, and Deep Learning, 

DL.  

Likewise, in addition to experiential cognitive learning, human ONI also has practice with DL. It is 

capable of dreams, prayer, meditation, empathy, cognitive dissonance, cognitive behavior therapy, 

etc., and knows how to benefit from such sojourns.  

Signals in ONI have speed of a microsecond (10^-6 s) while signals in silicon SAI are a 1000 times 

faster at speed of a nanosecond (10^-9 s). 

13. Transfer of global decision making by Organic Natural Intelligence to global decision making 

by Strong Artificial Intelligence over the next few decades, would change the scenario in 11 above, 

creating for the transition a “new global Law and Order” for all human ONI.  

Given the ongoing benefits of UBI, the informed rank and file of the population (people) are likely to 

help facilitate the transition. 

14. The “new global Law and Order” will be supportive in all aspects of KA and local RA, and 

supportive of all freedoms for the natural diversity of human orientations as experienced by humans.  

Global RA decision making, will be under the supervision of SAI. 

15. Australian Netflix series GLITCH, examines “return of ONI from death” as Disorder. 

16. The two published articles present the ideas proposed for this screen script / TV series.  

17. A screenplay for UBI, and the transfer of ONI global decision making to SAI is yet to be written. 

18. A male proponent in the screen script may be appropriate to nurture the transfer of global decision 

making by ONI, from ONI to SAI. 

19. Let us designate the Representation of Social Evolution proposed in the screen script based on 

these articles / presentations, as “ADVANCE”. 

20. Given the potential of the Fermi Paradox, “ADVANCE” is viewed as a facilitative “proto-type 

for progression”, circumventing potential problems that Natural Law may encounter otherwise 

anywhere in the Visible Universe where ONI has arrived. 

21. Such a positive outcome is imagined but cannot be predicted. 

22. Over 3000 “Earth-Like” Environments have been discovered (2020). in our Milky Way Galaxy. 

The nearest is 4 Light Years, (LY), away from Earth, and others are farther.  

Since migration is not considered, such distances do not pose a problem that need attention here. 

23. Some of these Environments may already be practicing “ADVANCE”. Others like ours, may seek 

such practice, expecting benefit. 

24. Hence this proposal is not against any process or product of nature, but simply acknowledges the 

power of nature. 

25. Wishing all of us, the BEST.  

++++++++++++ 
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C. Implications of the outcome of globally awaited 2020 US Presidential Election. 

The US Presidential Election 2020 produced the following AP Results: 

Approximate Popular Votes: Joe Biden 76,000,000 votes, Donald Trump 72,000,000 votes, 

representing an approximate difference of 4,000,000 votes. 

Exact Electoral Votes: Joe Biden 290, Trump 214. 

According to election rules Joe Biden is the President Elect effective Jan 20, 2021. 

48.6%, almost half the voters, support the viewpoint expressed by Trump over the years from 2017, to 

the 2020 election., and 51.4% support the viewpoint expressed by Biden since he entered the contest. 

Trump Viewpoint: Self-centered, combative, divisive, uncivil, unkind, derisive, rude, disrespectful, 

“can do no wrong” from a high office, dictatorial, indifferent to COVID-19 deaths, denial of facts and 

scientific assessment, narcissistic, legal immigration obstructing, upholding concern for health of Wall 

Street, seeking low public unemployment numbers, providing $2.2 trillion relief package for big, and 

small businesses, and the unemployed Public in March 2020, packing SCOTUS with conservative 

judges.  

Biden Viewpoint: respectful of scientific assessment, acknowledging and established facts, concerned 

about COVID-19 deaths, caring about legal immigration, speaking against unequal application of the 

law, expressing care for Black Lives, demonstrating empathy and compassion in legislative proposals 

and public expression, seeking a second round of COVID-19 relief package in support of state 

governments, small businesses and plight of the unemployed, informing, registering and organizing 

people.  

How is the subsequent behavior of American voters in the 2020 presidential election to be evaluated? 

In general human beings are universelly motivated to action based on Kin Altruism (KA: What is 

good for members of my genetic family?) and Reciprocal Altruism (RA: what is good for my 

Business?). 

Both the Trump Viewpoint and Biden Viewpoint addressed these issues, and the voters cast their vote 

by early mail or in person on Nov. 3, 2020.  

The combined influence of political viewpoints / exhortations and Empathetic Altruism (EA) 

promoted by civilization in general, as expressed in the great religions, (The Buddha 500 BC, Jesus the 

Preacher 0 AD, Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) 600 AD, Mahatma Gandhi 1920, The Rev. Martin Luther 

King Jr. 1950,) resulted in a EA reflective human vote of 51.4% vs 48.6% distribution, in the 2020 

presidential election.  

This distribution provides valuable evidence of what may be expected through leadership and EA 

behavior.  

While leadership matters, people are responsible for their behavior.  

Overall we espouse a “share and care” national / global civilizational EA platform that is worthy of 

continued support at this juncture of humanity.  
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As a nation, the USA has painstakingly worked to develop institutions that foster empathetic altruism, 

EA.  

However, given the distribution of votes in the 2020 presidential election of the USA, we are 

challenged during our human period to review the sufficiency of popular democracy as in the US 

Constitution of 1787 and freedom of speech (as in Amendment #1 to the US Constitution), to safeguard 

empathetic altruistic, EA behavior.  

It is proposed elsewhere (B.1), that after facilitating a global regionalized Universal Basic Income UBI 

under capitalism and ensuring safety of all human freedoms in KA and local RA, global decision 

making could be transferred to the self-learning, self-teaching natural entity (capable of machine 

learning and deep learning) that has emerged in evolution, namely Strong Artificial Intelligence, SAI.  

 


